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TO THE TRADE

We take pleasure in handing you herewith a list of seeds of which we have moderate quantities to offer, if interested we shall be pleased to quote firm prices for your consideration.

Beans
- Wardwell's Kidney Wax
- Refugee Wax
- California White Tree
- Cut Short or Corn Hill
- Ex. Early Refugee
- Boston Yellow Eye

Beet
- Extra Early Egyptian
- Detroit Blood

S/Beet
- Giant Feeding Sugar Beet
- or Half Sugar Mangel
- Vilmorin's Improved
- Klein Wanzlebener

Cabbage
- Early York
- Early Summer

S/Corn
- N.K.& Co.'s Peep O'Day
- Golden Bantam
- Early Cory, Red Cob
- Early Minnesota
- Early Concord
- Old Colony

Cucumber
- Mr. Large White Spine
- Boston Pickling
- Michel's Med. Green

Lettuce
- N.K.& Co.'s Market Gardeners
- Hay King
- Big Boston
- Denver Market

W/Melon
- Kentuck Wonder
- Thimney's Early
- Ice Cream or Peerless
- Kolb's Gem
- Sweetheart
- Oregon Danvers
- Yellow Dutch or
- Strasburg
- Southport Red Globe
- Alaska

Onion
- Horsford's Market Garden:
- Duke of York
- Tom Thumb
- Advancer
- Glass or Cincinnati Market
- Wood's Early Frame
- Bloomsdale

Peas
- Alaska

Squash
- Ey. Yellow Bush Scallop
- Hubbard
- Boston Marrow
- Mammoth Chili
- Early Minnesota
- Trophy
- Acme
- New Stone
- Ey. White Flat Dutch
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